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THE RUSSIAN FACTOR IN THE UKRAINIAN-POLISH RELATIONS ESCALATION AT THE BEGINNING OF THE 20th CENTURY
(on the example of damage to monuments at military cemeteries in Poland and Ukraine)

Abstract. The purpose of the research is to carry out a historical analysis of the place and role of the military historical markers of World War II on the territory of Poland and Ukraine in the Ukrainian-Polish relations of the 2010s, the Russian Federation's information campaigns influence on the interstate and interethnic relations escalation. The methodology of the research is based on a complex of general scientific methods and methods of special historical research to identify, describe and explain the reasons for the escalation in the Ukrainian-Polish relations, which was often caused by the commemoration issue. The scientific novelty consists in the fact that the author, on the basis of a critical analysis of the Ukrainian historiography and information sources, offered a comprehensive understanding of the prerequisites, course and consequences of a short-term escalation of the Ukrainian-Polish political relations due to the opposite representation of the damage to monuments at military burials during World War II under the influence of the information psychological operations carried out by the Russian Federation and the intervention of “agents” of the Russian influence in Poland and Ukraine. The Conclusion. According to the author, there were numerous facts of damage to monuments, especially in the period of 2015 – 2017, at military burials of World War II period, which were primarily crimes that should be condemned, and their perpetrators should be identified and claimed criminal liability. At the same time, the actualization of mutual grievances and insults of the common historical past of the Ukrainian and Polish peoples was actively applied to manipulate and broadcast propaganda by the Russian Federation in the hybrid war strategy implementation. Hence, there is a drastic need for an appropriate assessment regarding the political, public and scientific environments of Ukraine and Poland, which used the topic of damage to monuments at military burials actively for the realization of their own interests and to the detriment of the national interests of both states. The full-fledged war of the Russian Federation against Ukraine on February 22, 2022 actualized the above-mentioned issue, which, under the Russian external intervention, may become a noticeable negative factor in strategic Ukrainian-Polish relations in a short- and medium-term historical perspective.
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Анотація. Метою роботи є історичний аналіз місця й ролі військово-історичних маркерів доби Другої світової війни на території Польщі та України в українсько-польських відносинах 2010-х рр., вплив інформаційних кампаній Російської Федерації на ескалацію міждержавних і міжнаціональних відносин. Методологічну базу дослідження становить комплекс загальнонаукових методів та методів спеціальних історичних досліджень виявлення, опису і пояснення причин ескалації в українсько-польських відносинах, до якої нерідко призводила комемораційна проблема. Наукова новизна полягає у тому, що автором на основі критичного аналізу української історіографії та інформаційних джерел запропоновано комплексне розуміння передумов, перебігу та наслідків короткотермінової ескалації українсько-польських політичних відносин через протилежне представлення пошкодження пам’ятників на військових похованнях періоду Другої світової війни під дією інформаційно-психологічних оперacji РФ та втручання “агентів” російського впливу в Польщі та Україні.

У висновках автор виходить з того, що численні факти пошкодження пам’ятників, особливо в період 2015 – 2017 рр., на військових похованнях періоду Другої світової війни є насамперед злочинами, які мають бути засуджені, а їхні виконавці – встановлені та притягнені до кримінальної відповідальності. Однак, ще з часів І. Патріліка та М. Боровика, потреба в публічному обговоренні і оцінці цих фактів посідає значний інтерес видатних політиків та громадської думки. У разі їх невідповідного обговорення, може змусити до невідповідних дій радикалістські сили, що мають поглибити соціальні кризиси та підтримати негативні настрої в суспільстві.

Ключові слова: військові поховання, гібридна війна, українсько-польські відносини, Росія.
under analysis, as the above-mentioned authors covered the Ukrainian Liberation Movement activities during World War II and the Ukrainian-Polish conflict (Patrilyak & Borovyk, 2010). Another scholars, H. Kasianov analysed the historical politics and its conflict-causing potential (Kasianov, 2018), L. Khakhula devoted his work to the issues of modern Ukrainian-Polish relations in the light of difficult pages of common history (Khakhula, 2016), A. Bolianovskiy carried out a historiographical study on the confrontation issues between the Ukrainians and the Poles during World War II (Bolianovskyi, 2021).

It is worth highlighting among the Polish historians the works, written by H. Motyka, who is considered to be one of the best scholars of the Ukrainian-Polish confrontation of the mid-1940s of the last century. H. Motyka was criticized by the Ukrainian scholars for the one-sidedness of the research, in particular the adherence to the theory that only the Poles were the victims of the conflict, but Motyka managed to distance himself from the criticism. It should be noted that there is also valuable information about the international relations during the years of events in his works, as well as the conclusions about their influence on the national memory of both peoples (Motyka, 2011; Motyka, 2016).

We should mention the research, conducted by H. Fedoryshchak, in which the author, performed the analysis of the institutional mechanisms of the countries under consideration, in the field of the memory policy implementation, among other conclusions, came to the following conclusions: there is a connection between political interests and the memory policy implementation, and the result such realization can be both cohesion of society against a historical background, and possibility of its disintegration (Fedoryshchak, 2017).

The works of Volyn researchers L. Strilchuk and A. Ninichuk are a thorough study of the historical memory issue and its influence on modern Ukrainian-Polish relations. The above-mentioned authors covered the Ukrainian-Polish conflicts in the field of the so-called “war of memory” and “war of monuments”, highlighted the problems of harmonizing the visions of the countries on common historical events and showed possible ways of the inter-ethnic reconciliation in detail. Despite the fundamental nature of these studies, in their works the authors only briefly mention a destructive influence of the Russian Federation on the process of aggravation of relations between countries due to damage to military and civilian burials (Strilchuk & Ninichuk, 2017; Strilchuk & Ninichuk, 2019; Ninichuk, 2019a; Ninichuk, 2019b).

The Ukrainian scholar V. Hulai, based on his own political and communicative research, substantiated the external side of the political provocation of relations between the studied countries at the modern stage with the tools of a hybrid warfare for the first time (Hulai, 2018). The scholar singled out the most powerful agents of the Russian provocative influence in Poland on the Ukrainian-Polish relations escalation in the last decade for the first time (Hulai, 2017).

The Polish historian R. Drozd presented the methodological remarks on the prerequisites and nature of the use of the military burials issue of World War II period in modern Ukrainian relations several years ago (Drozd, 2020).

The analysis made by O. Nikonorov can serve as an empirical addition to the Russian influence on the Polish political environment (Nikonorov, 2017).

We can consider the article, written by N. Tuziak as a successful example of the use of technologies for working with open data to elucidate historical issues (Tuziak, 2017).

The editors of the renowned Internet resource the “Historical Truth” offered a generalizing historical and political retrospective of one of the plots of attempts to provoke the Ukrainian-Polish relations in the course of Russia’s hybrid aggression against Ukraine (Vandalizm, 2017).
The research, done by Volyn historian O. Kalischuk is valuable from the point of view of the Ukrainian-Polish history interpretation, the stereotypes and mitologems formation (Kalischuk, 2023a; Kalischuk, 2023b).

The analysis of an intercultural interaction in the areas adjacent to the Ukrainian-Polish border caused by, among other things, commemorative factors was carried out by R. Chmelyk and L. Khakhula (Chmelyk & Khakhula, 2022).

Despite a number of works, there is no comprehensive comparative study of the damage to monuments at military cemeteries in Poland and Ukraine in the context of the hybrid warfare strategy implementation by the Russian Federation.

The purpose of the research is to carry out a historical analysis of the place and role of the military historical markers of World War II on the territory of Poland and Ukraine in the Ukrainian-Polish relations of the 2010s, the Russian Federation’s information campaigns influence.

According to the set purpose, it is vital to solve the following objectives:

– to summarize the facts of damage to monuments at military burials during World War II in Poland and Ukraine during the period of 2014 – 2017;

– to substantiate the causes, nature and manifestations of provocations by the Russian “agents of influence” of the Ukrainian-Polish relations using the example of damage to monuments at military burials in Poland and Ukraine during World War II;

– to indicate the threat of the political provocation recurrence in the sphere of the memory policy of the Ukrainian and Polish peoples.

The methodology of the research is based on a complex of general scientific methods and methods of special historical research to identify, describe and explain the reasons for the escalation in the Ukrainian-Polish relations of the last decade due to the issue of military burials during World War II.

The Results of the Research. In order to understand the beginning of the “conflict of memory”, it should be stated that there were the remarks made by the Polish historian R. Drozd, who, did the research on the issue of commemorating the victims of the Polish-Ukrainian conflict, emphasized the Polish population’s attitude towards the burial places of the Ukrainians. In the case of civilian victims of the conflict, the attitude was neutral, i.e. it did not cause objections in society. The reaction to the erection of tombstones for soldiers of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army (the UPA) was quite the opposite. The majority of the Polish society considered the UPA soldiers to be the criminals, who were involved in the murders of their loved ones not only on the territory of modern Ukraine, but also in Poland. That is, the directly opposite attitude of the Ukrainian underground activities by the Ukrainians and the Poles affected the perpetuation of the UPA soldiers (Drozd, 2020, p. 92).

The actual aggravation of the Polish-Ukrainian “war of memories”, which concerns the military burials of World War II soldiers, came after 2014, when Russia, implementing a hybrid strategy of geopolitical revenge against Ukraine, annexed the Autonomous Republic of the Crimea and the city of Sevastopol and established in separate districts of Donetsk and Luhansk regions controlled by quasi-state terrorist organizations, the so-called “Donetsk People’s Republic” and “Luhansk People’s Republic”. The Republic of Poland support for the state sovereignty restoration and territorial integrity of Ukraine could not suit the Russian Federation. In this context, the following words should be mentioned by the renowned Polish researcher, director of the Institute of Political Studies of the Polish Academy of Sciences, Grzegorz Motyka: “... nothing separates the Poles and the Ukrainians, except for the dispute
over one fragment of history – Volyn crimes”, assuming the possibility of using those events as a benefit to Russia in modern hybrid warfare (Tregub, 2017).

A retrospective analysis of the damage to monuments at military cemeteries in Poland and Ukraine over the past decade should begin with the testimony of the head of the Association of Ukrainians in Poland, Petro Tyma, who mentioned another act of vandalism, in addition to the destruction of burial sites in the villages of Hrushovychi, known at that time, Radruz, Molodych, Verbytsia, Monastyr, Pikulychi, Lisky, – on October 9, 2015, the representatives of the Ukrainian minority discovered a destroyed monument to the Ukrainians, among whom there were members of the UPA, at the cemetery of the village of Verkhrata, Liubachiv powiat, Subcarpathian Voivodeship (Na skhodi Polshchi, 2017).

The next similar act took place on March 10, 2016 – unknown people destroyed one of the two slabs of the monument to the UPA soldiers and local residents in the village of Molodychi in the Subcarpathian Voivodeship of Poland, located on the site of the former Greek-Catholic cemetery. According to P. Tyma, the destruction of the monument in Molodychi was not “a joke, but a classical provocation”. “All these acts of vandalism were recorded on video and can be found on the Internet, in particular on the website novorossia.today, the authors of which were the representatives of the nationalist organization “Obóz Wielkiej Polski”. P. Tyma emphasized the following: “To my mind, these were actions inspired by Russia. All this was done in the interests of Russia, which wanted to make the Poles and the Ukrainians to bicker” (Wandale zniszczyli pomnik, 2016). O. Nikonorov analysed the origins, character and provocative activities of the organization “Obóz Wielkiej Polski” (“The Camp of Greater Poland”) in more detail (Nikonorov, 2017).

Another monument was destroyed in the village of Verkhrata in Subcarpathian (Podkarpackie) Voivodeship at the beginning of October of 2016. It is about a stone cross on the territory of the Greek Catholic cemetery. It was errected in 1993 and dedicated to the memory of te Ukrainian civilians and the UPA soldiers, who died during World War II and the post-war years. According to the video from Verkhrata posted on YouTube, it is obvious that the Ukrainian monument is being destroyed during a daylight. Two young men break a stone cross with a jackhammer, and then a pedestal. In the description of the video, it is said that the monument was destroyed by the “patriots” from the “Tykhotemni” (Silent) group. The video was posted online by the Polish pro-Kremlin figure David Gudziec, known for his support of the militants in Donbas (Savytsky, 2016).

The ultranationalists from the group “Obóz Wielkiej Polski” took responsibility for the attacks on monuments to the soldiers of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army in eastern Poland in November of 2016, based on the publications of some Ukrainian electronic mass media. (Ukrajina – Polshcha: viina pamiatnykiv, 2017).

We agree with the opinion of the Polish journalist and researcher of a modern political life of the Russian Federation and the Republic of Belarus Michal Kacewicz: “These were planned actions, which were carried out by the “Obóz Wielkiej Polski” and the nationalists mainly. And it’s not just about cemetery vandalism, insults to the Ukrainians and demonstrations of hatred for the UPA. For the first time, the shameful destruction of tombstones was accompanied not only by the anti-Ukrainian slogans related to Volyn, the UPA and the tragic Polish-Ukrainian history, but also by the slogans related to the war in eastern Ukraine. Thus, they fit perfectly into the propaganda war waged by Moscow. Their aim was to cause a breakdown in the sympathies of the Poles towards Ukraine, which was fighting against the Russian aggression” (Kacewicz, 2016).
The generalized statistics of attacks on burial places of the Ukrainians in Poland were the following: 2014 – 5; 2015 – 6; 2016 – 3; the first half of 2017 – 1. There is the list of damaged or destroyed graves, which includes: a memorial sign to the UPA soldiers (Bialostok tract); a memorial sign commemorating the Ukrainian victims of the communist repression (Verbytsia village); a monument at the mass grave of 13 UPA soldiers (the village of Verkhrata); a monument to the Ukrainian community of the village (Molodychi village); a memorial sign to the UPA soldiers on Mount Monastyr (near the village of Verkhraty); a memorial sign commemorating the Ukrainian victims of the communist repression (Radruzh village); a gravestone monument to the UPA soldiers (Hrushovychi village); the graves of the Ukrainian military cemetery (Pykulovyчи village) (Ataka, 2017; Za try roky, 2017).

In addition to the actual attacks on the burial places of the Ukrainians in Poland, the provocations often occurred during the events commemorating them. A vivid example of such actions is an annual visit to the Ukrainian military cemetery in Pykulovyчи near Przemyśl. As a rule, this holiday of the national memory consists of a liturgy in the local UGCC cathedral, a procession from the church to the burial places and a memorial service at the military cemetery. The attacks on the march participants and provocations occurred quite often during the period under study. As the Ukrainian historian M. Lytvyn, a frequent participant in these events, recalls, all the provocateurs were usually the Polish youth, they were dressed in the same T-shirts with the anti-Ukrainian symbols, their actions were planned and synchronized, they obstructed the movement of the convoy, shouted the anti-Ukrainian slogans and tried to get into a fight. M. Lytvyn also emphasized the presence of the Russian journalists: “Our procession moved through the streets of the town from the Cathedral of the UGCC of St. John the Baptist to the cemetery in the village of Pykulovyči. When there was the movement of the convoy, a man approached me, who introduced himself as a correspondent of the newspaper “The Krasnaya Zvezda” (publishing house of the armed forces of the Russian Federation – A. Shchehlov). She asked about the purpose of the hike and my assessment of the event. The journalist speaks Russian without an accent and, in my opinion, she knew that the provocations related to Volyn tragedy, the OUN, the UPA had been already planned ...” (Lytvyn, 2023). The very course of the provocations was preserved on the network (Protest, 2017).

In the context of Russia information war against Ukraine and its use of the historical memory of the events of 1943 in Volyn, it is also crucial to mention the unprecedented fact of an appeal in 2013 by the pro-Russian politicians – the people’s deputies of Ukraine at that time with a call to the Polish Diet to recognize the events in Volyn as a genocide. The majority of the so-called “group of 148” were the deputies of the Party of Regions, 25 were the members of the Communist Party of Ukraine, and eight were non-factional deputies. We consider such an act not only an outright subversive activity, but also an incitement of the inter-ethnic enmity. Many of the signatories of the letter are now in the Russian Federation, and some cooperate with the occupiers, such as Volodymyr Saldo and Yevhen Balytsky (Sereda, 2013).

The journalistic intelligence and analytical materials are important for exposing the role of the Russian Federation in attempts to provoke the Ukrainian-Polish relations. Hence, at the beginning of March of 2017, the volunteers of the “InformNapalm” community published part of the analysis of the data obtained by the hackers from the “Ukrainian Cyber Alliance” (UCA) from the mailbox of one of the coordinators of the so-called the “Russian world” in Eastern Europe – Oleksandr Usowski, which provided an evidence, among other things, that the money for the OUN-UPA monuments looting in Poland were given by Russia (InformNapalm, 2017).
At the end of summer – mid-autumn of 2014, there were active anti-Ukrainian actions and actions in the Republic of Poland. Usowski interacted with the members of the right-wing organization the “Camp of Greater Poland” (OWP – Obóz Wielkiej Polski) (more about this organization in the context of the Ukrainian-Polish relations (Nikonorov, 2017)), Mateusz Piskorski’s Samooborona and other middle-level activists. According to the study, it was noted the following: “OWP activist Wojciech Waclaw Wojtulewicz helped Usowski more actively than the others in the fight against the Ukrainian monuments. In August of 2014, they actively communicated with Usowski regarding the action near the monuments to the UPA soldiers in Eastern Poland. In particular, it was about the monument in Khrushchovytsi... It is interesting that the Kremlin pays for such “patriotic” impulses of the Polish right. The price is quite moderate. Such an action with a monument to the UPA and a trip to a rally in Budapest cost the Russian budget only 2,000 dollars (or euros) (InformNapalm, 2017).

In turn, Jan Pieklo, a director of the Polish-Ukrainian Foundation for Cooperation PAUSI (in the past, the Ambassador of the Republic of Poland to Ukraine – A. Shchehlov) was convinced that the destruction of the Ukrainian monuments on the territory of Poland was carried out by the hands of the Kremlin’s puppets. Ja. Pieklo noted the following: “The fact that information appears on the “Novorossiya” website rapidly, indicates that there is a direct connection between the Russian agents, Russia and the destruction of these Ukrainian UPA monuments on the territory of Poland” (Savytsky, 2015).

According to experts’ forecasts, the “war of monuments” carried on. The next acts of vandalism took place already in Ukraine, in Lviv region. The first provocative attempt to escalate the Ukrainian-Polish relations around the issue of damage to World War II monuments was the looting of the memorial to the Polish residents of the village of Huta Peniatska, which was located on the territory of the modern Pidkaminska community of Lviv region. On January 8, 2017, the memorial tables with the names of the dead were filled with blue and yellow, black and red paints, and the central cross composition was broken into pieces (Dudar, 2017; Lewicki, 2017; Smoleński, 2017; Pomnik Polaków w Hucie Pieniackiej, 2017).

The reaction of the Polish side was prompt and unambiguous. For example, the Consul of the Consulate General of the Republic of Poland in Lviv, the First Counselor of the Consulate Maryan Orlikovskiy visited the damaged memorial in Huta Peniatska on January 10 and later on noted the following: “It is definitely a provocation. It’s hard for me to speak. I do not understand who did it, in what way and why. The relevant services will take care of that. On the other hand, I can express my great satisfaction with the presence of so many people here, especially from Lviv Regional State Administration, which shows that everyone was worried” (Belovolchenko, 2017).

“Their interest and problems with carrying out the provocation indicate unambiguously that the source of all this is Moscow. It is also confirmed by the fact that the Russian mass media were the first to inform about this event,” said the adviser to the head of the Polish Foreign Ministry, Professor Przemysław Zurawski vel Grajewski, in a comment to the Ukrinform agency (Radnyk Vashchykovskoho zaialiaie, 2017).

He also drew attention to the fact that the video from YouTube was captioned in Ukrainian with the use of Russianisms and emphasized that “during 2015 – 2016, during the destruction of the Ukrainian monuments in Poland, the vandals also left the Polish inscriptions with some mistakes”. According to him, the destruction of the monument at Huta Peniatska cemetery was the proof that “there is an intensive attempt to antagonize the peoples of our region, who are threatened by Russia” (Radnyk Vashchykovskoho zaialiaie, 2017).
A well-known Polish scholar, Ewa Siemaszko, stated that the Russian provocateurs were involved in the attack on the memorial in Huta Peniatska: “All signs in the sky and on the ground point to the Russian “paws” ...a video of this event appeared on YouTube with the caption that it was made by the “Right Sector”. The “Right Sector” renounced it immediately and declared that it had nothing to do with it. It is interesting that there was a spelling mistake in the mentioned signature indicating the Right Sector, which a Ukrainian would not have made. The above-mentioned mistake indicated a connection with the Russian language. Moreover, Siemaszko said the following: “I learned that the first information about the destruction of the monument appeared on the Russian government portal” Semashko said (Ewa Siemaszko, 2017).

The next stage of the Ukrainian-Polish relations provocation occurred at the beginning of March of 2017, when on March 10, the vandals desecrated a monument to the Polish professors, who died at the hands of the Gestapo in July of 1941 on the Vuletski Hills in Lviv. It was smeared with red paint, and the inscription “death to liakhy” was also painted on it (Lavryshyn, 2017).

On March 12 of the same year, an act of vandalism occurred in the village of Pidkamin, which is not far from the above-mentioned Huta Peniatska cemetery. The commemorative tables with the names of the dead were covered with red paint, the inscription “Death to liakhy” and swastika were written on the cross (Tereshchuk, 2017).

It is worth agreeing with V. Hulai, who claimed that the individual media resources were adding salt to the conflict. Quite often, the Ukrainian and Polish mass media tried to make a sensation out of the above-mentioned provocations on the territory of Ukraine and Poland, which, as a rule, were behind the Russian side (Hulai, 2017, p. 622).

In contrast to this, the results of the journalistic investigation of the Internet resource ZAXID.NET are worthy of special attention, which testify convincingly that the main goal of the unknown vandals was to raise a resonant information wave, and not to damage the memorial (Tuziak, 2017). Next, we will outline the main results of the author’s research:

– for the first time, the information about destruction of the monument in Huta Peniatska appeared in the anti-Ukrainian groups of the “Vkontakte” network on the morning of January 9;
– the first message about the desecration of the monument appeared in the group “Russia, Ukraine and Belarus – are the Holy Rus’” (10:24 9 січня);
– 1:45 p.m. On January 9, information about this case appears on the Facebook page of former “Inter” TV host and “Antimaidan” host Yuriy Kot. He did not add a photo from the scene, writing only that “Glory to Ukraine” was written on the monument. The post was created long before the publication of the first news on this topic and has already gained greater resonance;
– in particular, Yuriy Kot’s post was shared by the page of Zhovkva district organization “Party of Regions” and followers of Viktor Medvedchuk. In addition to them, several VKontakte users also copied this post.
– one of the first messages among news sites was published at 4:51 p.m. The Russian news agency “NA Kharkiv” published an article with the telling title “What is going to happen! Bandervists declared the war on the Poles in Western Ukraine”;
– for the first time, the photos from Huta Peniatska were published on the pro-Russian blog varjag2007su in LiveJournal at 7:35 p.m. varjag2007su himself refers to the Russian agency Regnum, but there the news about the destroyed monument appeared at 20 minutes later than in the LiveJournal post.
The metadata of the published photos indicate that they were created around 5:30 p.m. (this is the time when the photo was uploaded to the site). It is also interesting that the video from the scene of the incident was uploaded to YouTube at 6:54 p.m., that is, half an hour before it was published on the LiveJournal blog. Apart from the video from Huta Penyatska, there is nothing else on the “Vilna Ukraina” YouTube channel

– already with a reference to the Russian Regnum, information about the destroyed monument went to other sites. The “Correspondent” was one of the first Ukrainian agencies to report this news at 8:51 p.m., which is part of the UMH media holding, which is still owned by the scandalous fugitive businessman Serhiy Kurchenko (Tuziak, 2017).

We agree with V. Hulai’s thesis and state that in both states it was clear to the politicians and experts, who took advantage from it and who was the initiator of the Polish-Ukrainian “monument war”. However, the society saw the photo, formed appropriate associations and demanded a reaction from the politicians (Hulai, 2017, pp. 619–620).

The Conclusion. Hence, on the basis of the analysis of historiography and information sources, a new comprehensive understanding was elucidated on the prerequisites, course and consequences of attempts to escalate the Ukrainian-Polish relations through the representation of damage to the monuments at military burials during World War II under the influence of information and psychological operations of the Russian Federation and the intervention of the “agents” of the Russian influence in Poland and Ukraine. There were numerous facts of damage to monuments, especially during the period of 2015 – 2017, at military burials of World War II period, which were primarily crimes that should be condemned, and their perpetrators should be identified and claimed criminal liability. In our opinion, the deployment of the Russian Federation full-scale war against Ukraine on February 22, 2022 removed from the “priority agenda” the above-mentioned issue, which under another Russian external intervention could become a noticeable negative factor in the strategic Ukrainian-Polish relations during the period of resistance to the Russian armed aggression against our state.
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